AP® ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
2012 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 1
(Sir Philip Sidney’s “Thou Blind Man’s Mark”)
The score reflects the quality of the essay as a whole — its content, style, and mechanics. Students are
rewarded for what they do well. The score for an exceptionally well-written essay may be raised by 1 point
above the otherwise appropriate score. In no case may a poorly written essay be scored higher than a 3.
9–8

These essays offer a persuasive analysis of Sidney’s use of poetic devices to convey the speaker’s
complex attitude toward desire. The essays offer a range of interpretations; they provide
convincing readings of both the complex attitude and Sidney’s use of poetic devices. They
demonstrate consistent and effective control over the elements of composition in language
appropriate to the analysis of poetry. Their textual references are apt and specific. Though they
may not be error-free, these essays are perceptive in their analysis and demonstrate writing that is
clear and sophisticated, and in the case of a score of 9, especially persuasive.

7–6

These essays offer a reasonable analysis of Sidney’s use of poetic devices to convey the speaker’s
complex attitude toward desire. The essays are less thorough or less precise in their discussion of
the attitude toward desire and of Sidney’s use of poetic devices, and their analysis of the
relationship between the two is less thorough or convincing. These essays demonstrate the
student’s ability to express ideas clearly, making references to the text, although they do not
exhibit the same level of effective writing as the 9–8 responses. Essays scored a 7 present better
developed analysis and more consistent command of the elements of effective composition than do
essays scored a 6.

5

These essays respond to the assigned task with a plausible reading of Sidney’s use of poetic
devices to convey the speaker’s attitude toward desire but tend to be superficial in their analysis of
the attitude and of the devices. They often rely on paraphrase, which may contain some analysis,
implicit or explicit. Their analysis of the speaker’s attitude or of Sidney’s use of devices may be
vague, formulaic, or minimally supported by references to the text. There may be minor
misinterpretations of the poem. These essays demonstrate some control of language, but the
writing may be marred by surface errors. These essays are not as well conceived, organized, or
developed as 7–6 essays.

4–3

These lower-half essays fail to offer an adequate analysis of the poem. The analysis may be partial,
unconvincing, or irrelevant, or it may ignore the complexity of the speaker’s attitude toward desire
or Sidney’s use of devices. Evidence from the poem may be slight or misconstrued, or the essays
may rely on paraphrase only. The writing often demonstrates a lack of control over the conventions
of composition: inadequate development of ideas, accumulation of errors, or a focus that is unclear,
inconsistent, or repetitive. Essays scored a 3 may contain significant misreading and/or
demonstrate inept writing.

2–1

These essays compound the weaknesses of those in the 4–3 range. Although some attempt has
been made to respond to the prompt, the student’s assertions are presented with little clarity,
organization, or support from the poem. These essays may contain serious errors in grammar and
mechanics. They may offer a complete misreading or be unacceptably brief. Essays scored a 1
contain little coherent discussion of the poem.

0

These essays are completely off topic or inadequate; there may be some mark, or a drawing, or a
brief reference to the task.

—

These essays are entirely blank.
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AP® ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
2012 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 1
Overview
This question asked students to read carefully the poem “Thou Blind Man’s Mark,” by 16th-century poet
Sir Philip Sidney, and to write a well-developed essay analyzing how poetic devices help to convey the
speaker’s complex attitude toward desire.
With its emphasis on the “complex attitude toward desire,” the question was designed to lead students to
consider the speaker’s complicated understanding of his past engagement with the “worthless ware” he
desired and his current hope to have mastered the lesson taught by “virtue”: to seek only inner resources
and treasures, while extinguishing the desire for the external things that “snare” the unwary. The prompt
asked students to consider how the poet creates multiple dimensions of meaning through the use of poetic
devices and to develop an interpretation of the poem through analysis of the connection between
technique and meaning.
Sample: 1A
Score: 9
This persuasive essay begins confidently by characterizing desire as “a force” that hinders “true selffulfillment.” Early on, highly rhetorical analysis embraces the complexity of the poem as the essay
convincingly explores the purpose and effects of the speaker’s “harsh description” and “accusatory phrases.”
Responding to the sonnet’s dramatic language, the second paragraph attentively moves the reader past the
literal language of blindness and develops a sophisticated reading of how “the speaker personifies desire and
endows it with malevolent monster-like qualities.” Although this essay does not employ the poetic
vocabulary specific to sonnets, it shows how the speaker’s attitude transitions in the sestet from accusation
and lament to assertion, as “he proclaims he will no longer be victim to it.” Frequent, apt references to the
text in the third paragraph cement our understanding of this “significant resolution.” Sophisticated
vocabulary and sentence structure throughout this focused essay support perceptive readings, resulting in
an elegant, insightful essay that earned a score of 9.
Sample: 1B
Score: 7
This essay, notable for its clarity and organization, presents a reasonable interpretation of Sidney’s sonnet.
It begins with a short paragraph that previews the argument as a “struggle to free himself from the
temptations of desire.” Next, the essay focuses on personification and apostrophe as the techniques
through which Sidney conjures up “a concrete enemy” or “a rival.” The point is well taken, but the
language of the psychological analysis could be more precise (“He takes his own ease of temptation out of
himself”). With continuing frequent references to the text, the essay introduces a number of other poetic
devices (metaphor, imagery, anaphora), reflecting familiarity with the language of literary analysis.
Although its observations about Sidney’s use of poetic devices are fundamentally sound and in some cases
perceptive (for example, the discussion of “Desire’s ‘smoky fire’” in the third paragraph), the analysis
generally lacks the thoroughness and precision characteristic of essays at the very top of the scoring range.
The last point about Sidney’s “final closing purpose” lapses into paraphrase. Greater development is
possible, yet the essay is largely successful in integrating assertion, evidence, and analysis and thus
earned a score of 7.
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AP® ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
2012 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 1 (continued)
Sample: 1C
Score: 4
A combination of analytical impulses and unfulfilled promises, this essay ultimately does not offer an
adequate exploration of Sidney’s sonnet. On the positive side, in the fourth sentence the student already is
synthesizing, relating the poem’s last line to the “attitude of hatred and scorn.” Similarly, the second
paragraph makes a case for the importance of the repetition of the word “vain” — another worthwhile
point but one that is not adequately developed. In the third paragraph, desire and hubris are linked, and if
this idea were developed, greater clarity would result. Despite the identification of potentially illuminating
features of the poem, a number of weaknesses hamper the essay’s effectiveness. A sense of
oversimplification pervades the essay, as empty assertions take the place of analysis (“repetition of the
word ‘vain’ is a huge aid to the speaker”). As the essay concludes, it does so in terms that miss the poem’s
complexity (“It can be seen as evil”; “excellent use of poetic devices”). These drawbacks, as well as a lack
of sophistication in vocabulary and sentence structure (see the choppy last paragraph), earned this essay a
score of 4.
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